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Sharing intimate images is common among adults for both recreational and commercial reasons. While sharing intimate images has many benefits, it can put people at risk of a form of technology-facilitated violence referred to as image-based sexual abuse (IBSA): the non-consensual, distribution or threat of distribution of intimate images.

We interviewed 52 European adults who create and share intimate images for recreational and/or commercial purposes to analyze their motivations for sharing intimate content, the technologies they employ, threats they face, and safety strategies they use to avoid non-consensual distribution of intimate images.

Storing and Sharing Intimate Images

- Participants used >40 technologies for creating, storing, or sharing intimate images, including messaging apps, social media platforms, dating apps, adult content platforms, and email.
- Technologies were chosen for reasons such as safety, convenience, popularity, recipient preference, profitability, and hospitality to use case.

Threat Models & Safety Strategies

- Four main NDII threats were identified: intentional sharing by recipients, platform or device hacks, device theft, and unintentional viewing (shoulder surfing).
- LGBTQ and sex working participants described concerns about NDII related to their identity and potential “outing” to friends, family, and coworkers.
- Participants incorporated protective strategies to reduce risk of NDII, including technological (e.g., watermarking, E2EE) and behavioral (e.g., removing identifying features, trust hierarchies).

Recommendations for Safer Futures

Broadly implement existing safety features

- None of the existing technologies offer all of the safety features participants used, and most offer only a few.
- We suggest a full suite of safety features to integrate into any platform on which image & video content can be stored or shared including enhanced options for screenshot & download management, content- and thread-level password protection, and sharing management.

Offer Visible & Preset Safety Settings

- Participants simultaneously use safety features, but doing so is cumbersome.
- Platforms should incorporate privacy presets based on intimate content sharing use cases such as an “intimate” picture or conversation mode.

Improve Usability and Transparency

- Digital fingerprinting may provide a way to track and identify non-consensual sharing, but further research is needed to resolve potential security/privacy risks.
- Existing tools need to be more transparent in how they implement fingerprinting technology.

Reallocate Responsibility to Platforms

- The burden of preventing NDII needs to be shared by platforms, not shouldered by those sharing intimate images alone.
- Technologies should prioritize features that favor individual autonomy, safety, and ease of use.
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Introduction & Background

Sharing intimate images\(^1\) is a common practice among adults. A recent survey in Norway found that 29.3% of the 4,000 adult respondents to their survey had sent a nude image [1]. Similarly, a survey in Germany found that 25% of their adult participants had sent an intimate image [2]. Sharing intimate images can improve relationship intimacy [3]–[6], provide employment, and be an expression of body positivity [2]. However, various forms of technology-facilitated violence have also increased such as the non-consensual creation, distribution, or threat of distribution of intimate images, which are collectively referred to as image-based sexual abuse (IBSA) [7]. In this work, we focus on addressing the non-consensual distribution of intimate images (NDII).

To understand the technology landscape in which NDII occurs, we conducted an empirical study in which we interviewed 52 creators and sharers of intimate images for recreation (sexters) and commercial (sex workers) purposes (see Methodology for further detail). Our results shed light on the use cases of intimate image sharing, the technologies used in the creation, storage, and sharing of intimate imagery, and the threat models & defensive strategies people use in an effort to prevent abuse. We conclude with four recommendations for a safer intimate digital future.

As illustrated by the quotes in the sidebar, the use cases for sharing intimate images widely vary. Thus, it is important to understand how technology is used across these different contexts in order to identify points for intervention. People may create intimate images to sell and/or to share with an intimate partner, a stranger they met online, or a group of people (known or unknown).

People typically send intimate images with the expectation that they will not be shared without their consent [5]. Thus, they have significant concerns about non-consensual sharing, unwanted attention or sexual contact, blackmail, vulnerabilities or privacy issues with platforms used for storing or sharing intimate images,

\(^1\) We define intimate images as photos or videos in which an individual is nude, semi-nude, or has intimate body parts visible and/or images or videos shared with the intention of causing arousal.
and/or the escalation of harassment [4]. When sharing intimate images, online guides suggest practices like using end-to-end encrypted platforms, disabling automatic backups on personal devices used to capture images, using self-deleting messages when appropriate, or removing identifying details in pictures. Yet, not all such strategies are compatible with every sharing use case and, even with the use of mitigation strategies, intimate images are often shared without consent.

Research estimates that up to 1 in 5 people have been threatened with or experienced 

NDII [8], [9]. According to organizations that support victim-survivors of intimate partner violence, this abuse is increasing in volume [12], [13]. NDII disproportionately harms marginalized groups: young women [12], [14], [15], LGBTQA people [12], [16], migrants [16], and victim-survivors of intimate partner violence [17]. NDII causes significant harm to people’s mental health and may threaten their physical safety, reputation, or job security [18]; research has shown that victim-survivors of NDII may experience a feeling of loss of control and mental health symptoms similar to other forms of sexual violence that result in clinical diagnoses of anxiety, depression, and/or post-traumatic stress disorder [19], [20]. For sex workers, NDII also results in financial harm when commercial content is stolen, on top of fears of outing and future repercussions (e.g., in a different career) [21], [22].

A common form of resolution individuals may look toward is the removal of their non-consensually shared content from platforms, but there are many barriers to doing so. Perpetrators may purposely upload content to platforms that are specifically used for non-consensually shared intimate images that require individuals to pay a large sum of money for content removal [14]. Intimate images may also be shared in discreet or ephemeral online forums/groups that evade easy detection, such as on Telegram groups that are frequently deleted [23], [24]. Individuals who are able to identify and locate intimate images that have been shared without their consent may have difficulty getting that content removed from platforms due to their unresponsiveness or arduous reporting process [5].

Although more laws are being introduced globally to broadly address various forms of IBSA, there are limitations to seeking legal justice. There may still be language in legal discourse that subtly blames victims or shames victim-survivors. Particularly for women, the framing of legal cases may overemphasize the protecting of the survivor’s virtue and reputation, even labeling victim-survivors as “ruined,” rather than focusing on the violation of trust, privacy, and personal autonomy [25]. Further, stigma and poorly worded or outright discriminatory laws

---

2We chose to use the terminology victim-survivor to capture the range of ways in which people who have experienced IBSA may identify [10][11].
regarding sex work [26] for those selling intimate images and the resultant need for anonymity makes legal justice particularly inaccessible for those who experience NDII in regards to content they sell [22]. For example, in the United States, sex workers must provide a legal name and address in order to leverage copyright laws, which may then also be visible to the very people who committed the NDII [21]. In addition, litigation is expensive and victim-survivors may not know who the perpetrator is, or, if they do, they may fear retaliation.

As a result of these limitations in mitigating the non-consensual distribution of intimate images after it occurs, our report focuses on proactive mitigations. In the remainder of this report, we detail the technologies used to create, store, and share intimate images; the proactive strategies used by intimate image creators to protect themselves from abuse; and participants’ requests for safer future technologies that could prevent NDII from the outset.

Choosing Technologies for Storing & Sharing Intimate Images

If a technology can be used for creating, storing, or sharing intimate images, it will be. Our participants used more than 40 different technologies. As one participant (P12) summarized:

“I've got like Telegram, I’ve got Signal, I’ve got WhatsApp, I’ve got Kik, you know, like, you name it, I’ve got it.

And that's the general way that I send [intimate images].

Although, you know, occasionally, if there's something really large, then that, you know, requires drop boxes and that sort of thing. And I'll do that.”

Broadly, participants used messaging applications, social media platforms, dating applications, adult content platforms, file share platforms, and email to share intimate images. They decided which applications to use based on a variety of factors including safety, convenience, interpersonal, and, when applicable, commercial considerations. Although we discuss different factors below in isolation, the reasons participants use a specific platform are multi-faceted. For example, P17 explains their decision process:

“Encryption and security would be probably the number one consideration. Number two is convenience. Once I know it’s kind of safe, it’s whatever is convenient for me to get the picture out to where it needs to be.”
Participants chose some sharing technologies because they offered anonymity. Anonymity can be particularly critical for sex workers. As P37 explains, “I need a phone number for [Viber or WhatsApp] that is separate from the one that they use in my personal life and it’s not really easy. Actually, you cannot obtain such a telephone number without giving your personal information like your name, your surname and such stuff in Greece. In Greece, doing escorting is illegal.”

Participants also selected particular apps to be exclusively used for intimate images for context separation. P15 explains that they chose Messenger for sending intimate content because they “have WhatsApp for my work associates and everything so Messenger was only with close friends...I didn’t want to mix like apps that I was using outside of principle.”

Participants also sought safety feature availability: they looked for options for protecting their content (see Safety Maze). Finally, participants relied on the reputation of a platform or service to assess whether it was safe to use for sharing intimate images. People determined a platform’s reputation through the impressions of those close to them, news articles (e.g., about data breaches, data sharing), and platforms’ level of transparency about data protections and use.

**Convenience**

Security was not the only – or in some cases, primary – motivator for selecting technologies to share intimate images. Almost half of the participants chose a particular sharing technology because it was their
default method of communication with the recipient. Given that many participants shared intimate images in the middle of a conversation, and in some cases spontaneously, they wanted to maintain the continuity of the conversation by using their default method of communication. As P43 described, “...it’s like at the heat of the moment, while you’re talking and then you want to send the photo, to do another process to make it longer just doesn’t make any sense.”

Several participants also described picking a sharing technology based on usability. For example, P18 found that web support was a feature that made WhatsApp more usable: “I can use Web WhatsApp to type on my computer because I really hate being on my phone.” P37 wanted the option to not view porn during the process of uploading and checking the performance of the content they uploaded to adult content platforms, “in order to check my statistics, I sometimes have to go through pages that show me porn... [the user interface is] a bit too busy, and I don’t find it usable and I don’t even like it.”

**Interpersonal**

Participants also chose sharing technologies because of their popularity or their recipient’s preference. Those who shared in groups wanted to ensure that they used a platform with an active user base interested in consuming their content. People were also willing to accommodate the preference of the person with whom they were sharing. For example P12 explained that they use several sharing technologies in order to accommodate the preferences of their recipient, especially if “those preferences surround privacy, or, you know, they feel really strongly about having limitations on things. I try to, like, be respectful of that.”

**Commercial**

Sex working participants also chose sharing technologies based on their profitability: those sharing content commercially sought platforms that were popular, offered flexibility in setting rates, and provided ease in payment processing. Finally, sex working participants also emphasized the importance of the platform’s hospitality for sex work specifically. For example, P48 explained that they used a particular platform that was more complex to use “not only because it’s made by sex workers, but like, it’s more like a gay, kinky, queer environment.”
Safety Maze: Threat Models & Proactive Strategies for Safety

Participants worried about four threats that might lead to NDII: intentional sharing of their intimate images by recipients, hacks of the platform or device on which they store or share images (either targeted attacks or software vulnerabilities), theft of the devices on which they stored content, and unintentional viewing of their content (e.g., shoulder surfing while in public).

Regardless of the mechanism through which they feared their content would be shared, participants described concern about the repercussions of NDII given their identity. For LGBTQ and sex working participants, the risk was magnified if they or their partner was not out, or their identity was a personal risk to them or the recipients of their images. P49 told us: “I’m afraid that someone from my family would see that... It’s the most stressful thing for me.”

Participants feared awkward or even dangerous situations with family, friends, their communities, and places of work and study. P18 hoped that if their images were shared that the focus would be on the person who shared them, but was realistic about how likely this would be:

“What would happen if my colleagues were sent naked photos of me? I would like to think that it would be a non-issue, and instead, the focus will be on the person who was non-consensually sharing images of me. But unfortunately, there is a lot of victim blaming.”

In an effort to proactively prevent NDII, participants reported using a kaleidoscope of technological and behavioral protective strategies. Some participants used these strategies all the time, while others changed what strategies to use based on their level of trust with a recipient and the context of their sharing (e.g., when in a country that criminalized their identity).
Technological Strategies

Some participants sought out sharing technologies that provided their preferred safety features while those who preferred to share intimate images within the context of their default messaging application used such features when available. When participants’ preferred technological strategies were not offered by their platform of choice, some used third-party tools or manually enacted the desired functionality (e.g., mimicking the functionality of disappearing messages manually by periodically deleting content).

Technological strategies are not only used for technical protection: participants used strategies they perceived as insecure in order to implicitly communicate boundaries. For example, P2 explained that while “disappearing messages are insecure by definition...if you send someone a disappearing message it’s a clear, unambiguous sort of caption that says I would prefer if you didn’t hold on to this.”

**Hidden/locked folders** enable users to move photos from the default view of a storage method (such as a smartphone gallery) into a designated folder and/or add password protection to specific folders on a device. Participants used such folders to protect their privacy when sharing a device and to protect against device theft and shoulder surfing (looking over someone’s shoulder to see their device screen).

**End-to-end encryption** ensures that only a sender and their intended recipient(s) can view a message. This prevents a third-party that helps transport the image, such as a messaging platform, from being able to view it. However, once an end-to-end encrypted message has been delivered, it carries similar risks to unencrypted messages: the recipient can still store it to their device or share it. Despite this, some participants viewed messaging platforms that implemented end-to-end encryption as more trustworthy and/or more security-conscious.

**Disappearing messages** allow a sender to set a message expiration time after which a recipient can no longer view it. Expiration does not guarantee that a platform has deleted the content, nor does it prevent a recipient storing the content before expiration. While many used disappearing messages, others noted their limitations (e.g., they may incentivize recipients to store content).
Though less commonly mentioned, participants also used features that enabled them to share masked content (e.g., recipients receive a blurred message and must click on the content to deblur it), remove content after it has been shared (e.g., unsend a message), and/or prevent the auto-downloading of images.

**Screenshot notifications** notify the sender if the recipient screenshots the message. This does not prevent a recipient from circumventing the notification by taking a picture of the message with another device. Most participants found such notifications useful and one-fifth were more likely to use a platform that had them. However, they were aware that the feature could be circumvented and several emphasized the need for screenshot prevention, a feature offered by few platforms they used.

**Watermarking** is used to apply a visible (or invisible) signature to content. The watermark may potentially be used to identify the individual who created the content, depending on the watermark applied. Watermarks were more commonly used for commercial content and by recreational participants who used platforms that automatically watermarked their content.

**Metadata removal** is used to strip data about when or where an image/video was taken, which is often automatically added by a smartphone camera. Those who did metadata removal did so using third-party tools or manually, as none of the sharing technologies they used offered automated removal; others found it too cumbersome to do regularly.

**General security hygiene** such as enabling passwords on all their devices, using strong passwords on their devices and accounts, and enabling two-factor authentication for storage methods or accounts that could be susceptible to being hacked was used by many participants.

Though less commonly mentioned, participants also used features that enabled them to share masked content (e.g., recipients receive a blurred message and must click on the content to deblur it), remove content after it has been shared (e.g., unsend a message), and/or prevent the auto-downloading of images.
Behavioral Strategies

In conjunction with technological strategies, participants also employed behavioral strategies such as:

**Removing and/or concealing identifying features** from images, such as their face, unique features on body (i.e., birthmarks, tattoos), and/or backgrounds that may reveal their location. About half of our participants did this, either technologically using photo editing tools or by selectively framing their photos due to concern over reversibility and data privacy of third-party editing tools.

**Setting explicit boundaries** with recipients to establish whether and when intimate images can be stored and shared. Three quarters of participants engaged in such boundary setting. Some participants aimed to enforce these boundaries by reminding the recipient of the boundary or potential consequences of violating it (i.e., legal action).

**Establishing trust hierarchies** as a personal heuristic for deciding when and whether to share intimate images in the context of a relationship. Some participants only shared intimate images within the context of an established relationship while others differentiated the sensitivity of the content they share and the protective strategies they practiced based on the sharing relationship.

**Vetting** potential recipients through both formal and/or informal mechanisms. Formal mechanisms included checking IDs or receiving payment information while informal mechanisms include making intuition-based decisions (i.e., relying on a “sixth sense”), checking a recipient’s social media profile, and/or video chatting prior to sharing.

**Assuming content will be public** and sharing content with the acceptance that once it has been sent, it is no longer within their control and might be shared more widely. This sometimes led to participants adopting additional safety strategies or to sharing content that they were more comfortable with being public.
Safer Futures: Recommendations for Reducing Image Based Sexual Abuse

Our participants shared with us their desires for safer digital futures, describing the features and implementations of those features that they felt would ensure a future without NDII. These recommendations are appropriate for a wide range of technologies — any that can be used to store and send intimate content — and thus should be considered by most if not all platforms when designing security protections.

**Recommendation #1: Implement Full Suite of Safety Features For Intimate Images.**

Participants shared that the technological features that would make them safer already existed, but all of the safety features they wanted to use were not simultaneously available on any of the platforms they used for storing and sharing images. Participants sought a balance between flexibility and availability; they wanted the features to be available but not required.

Participants specifically requested the integration of the following features:

- **Watermarking** for intimate images (such as that offered by OnlyFans [27]).
- **Automatic metadata removal** for intimate images (while third-party apps for automating removal exist, we are not aware of any sharing technologies with such a feature directly integrated).
- **Sharing management options** for intimate images: participants wanted both the ability to send disappearing/expiring content (such as that offered by Snapchat [28] and WhatsApp [29]) and the ability to recall messages after they had already been sent (e.g., once a relationship was terminated). As P6 explains, “the ability to retract would be nice, right? So, if you had a system where you can change access at any point in time, that would be helpful”. This functionality exists in iMessage [30] and WhatsApp [31] although using those features requires the sender to find and action their original message; there is no present functionality to mark sensitive messages for later or periodic review.
- **Password protection options** for intimate images: password protection for individual images, folders, and conversations (such as that offered by WhatsApp [32]).
- **Screenshot/download management options** for intimate images: from notifications (such as those implemented by Snapchat [33]), to the ability to do mutual consent negotiation (not offered by any platforms, to our knowledge), to screenshot/download prevention (such as that implemented by Netflix [34], Grindr [35], and Confide [36]).
Recommendation #2: Offer Visible & Preset Safety Settings for Intimate Interactions

Participants use multiple features simultaneously to protect their content (e.g., automatic watermarking, disappearing messages, and screenshot prevention). People use different feature combinations based on context: their personal threat model and the interaction in which they are engaged. Manipulating each of the safety settings listed in Recommendation #1 for each piece of content or interaction is cumbersome. Thus, participants suggested offering a preset “intimate picture mode” (P30) or several modes with preset settings appropriate for different interactions with different levels of trust (e.g., relationship partners vs. new acquaintances or groups). This suggestion aligns with best practice from academic privacy literature ([37], [38]), which recommends privacy presets based on user contexts or personas.

Recommendation #3: Improve Usability & Transparency for Advanced Protections

Participants wanted the ability to track their content and proactively identify when it was shared non-consensually. There are existing methods that aim to offer this functionality, which we broadly refer to as “digital fingerprinting”, that use characteristics of a piece of data to create a “fingerprint” that can be used to identify it (e.g., a hash, which distills content to a string of letters and numbers). Fingerprinters can then be used to compare images and videos to one another in order to find and identify the same (or similar) content more easily.

Only 3 of our 52 participants had heard of digital fingerprinting and none had used it. When we explained the term, participants expressed a mix of interest and skepticism. Some had reservations about how the security protection would work and concerns about what information the fingerprints themselves could reveal. These concerns are reasonable: academic research shows that savvy perpetrators may be able to glean information about the original image from a fingerprint they obtain and can edit images to evade detection [39].

While there are existing tools such as StopNCII.org, which allows people to create fingerprints and check their content against images held by partner organizations (i.e., Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, Bumble, OnlyFans), they lack transparency as to how they are implementing this technology. It is therefore difficult for users and security/privacy experts alike to fully assess any potential privacy risks.

A type of digital fingerprinting used for image and video content is called perceptual hashing, which detects similar content, such as images that have been cropped or slightly modified.
Finally, a few participants noted that identifying the content alone would not be useful since barriers exist to removing non-consensually shared content on many platforms. This emphasizes the need for proactive mitigation strategies to be coupled with increased post-harm responsiveness by platforms.

Future research should further explore security and privacy risks of fingerprinting technologies, transparency mechanisms to accurately describe the fingerprinting risks and protections, design paradigms for integrating digital fingerprinting into platforms, and user concerns about such deployment. Our recommendation to further investigate the potential of fingerprinting functionality for NDII should not be taken as an endorsement of this technology as a whole, especially when applied in other contexts. Use of fingerprinting technology has also been proposed as a solution to other content moderation problems, causing valid privacy and censorship concerns [40][41].

**Recommendation #4: Reallocate Responsibility from Individuals to Platforms**

Throughout our interviews, participants repeatedly mentioned themes of personal responsibility. They acknowledged the risk “inherent” in sending intimate images, expressed fear of exposure and desire for greater control and autonomy over their intimate images.

Left to navigate abuse prevention on their own, participants have taken it upon themselves to shoulder the burden of preventing it (see Safety Maze). The volume and stringency of security behaviors that our participants engaged in extends beyond the standard level of responsibility any individual sharing online content should be reasonably expected to assume. Despite how much effort they put into security, participants critiqued themselves for not implementing enough behaviors to prevent abuse. At the same time, they expressed a matter-of-fact understanding that, ultimately, whether they were abused was out of their control once the intimate image was taken and/or sent.

We conceptualize this as a form of victim blaming enacted by technological design that communicates the belief that a victim of sexual violence is at least partially responsible for (preventing) the consequences. Victim blaming within the context of IBSA is prevalent: a survey in Australia found that 62% of participants believe ‘If a person sends a nude or sexual image to someone else, then they are at least partly responsible if the image ends up online’ [9] and the policies of many platforms perpetuate victim blaming messages [42].
To expect individuals who share intimate images to be responsible for where their images end up when there are technological features capable of preventing this outcome is unacceptable. To work toward a digital future without intimate image abuse, we need to reconsider how much personal responsibility individuals must assume when engaging in sending intimate images and how much of that responsibility can be reallocated or alleviated by implementing technological safety features. When possible, prioritize making technology that works in favor of individuals’ autonomy, safety, and ease of use. Implement features that relieve burden from users. Individuals should not have to pick between avoiding abuse and engaging in recreation or labor.

Methodology

Over the course of August to November 2022, we conducted 52 semi-structured interviews with adults (over 18 years old) living in Europe who had shared intimate images in the past year. Our participants consisted of 23 sex workers who produced their own digital content and 29 individuals who had shared intimate images for noncommercial purposes; 26 were victim-survivors of IBSA (13 sex workers, 13 recreational participants). Participants were recruited via social media, relevant community organizations, and personal contacts. Interviews were an average of 47 minutes long, and participants were compensated with 50€. Interviews were transcribed manually and then analyzed via qualitative open-coding.

Demographics

Participants reported that they resided in Belgium, England, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Latvia, North Macedonia, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Spain, The Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. 34 of our participants identify as White (including 2 mixed race individuals), 18 do not (among these 18 participants, 15 chose to report their race: 3 Black, 3 Latina/Latino/Latinx, 2 mixed race, 2 Brown). 14 of our participants were cis or trans women, 20 were cis or trans men, 11 were non-binary, gender fluid, or another gender, and 7 chose not to report their gender. 38 were queer, asexual, bisexual, pansexual, gay, or lesbian; 11 were heterosexual; and 5 chose not to describe their sexual orientation. Our participants were highly educated: 38 had a Bachelor’s degree or higher education, 14 did not.

*As defined by the WHO: https://www.who.int/countries.
Ethics, Impacts & Research Justice

Our procedures were approved by the University of Saarland Ethics Review Board. To ensure the security and confidentiality of participant data, we implemented various precautionary measures. For virtual interviews, we utilized encrypted platforms like paid Webex, which offers end-to-end encryption. To safeguard communication, we provided guidelines on setting up encrypted email addresses using ProtonMail, enabling interview organization and reminders. Additionally, we employed a scheduling system called Calendly, which didn’t require participants to disclose personal information such as their names during the scheduling process. Participants were given the choice of anonymous Amazon gift cards or PayPal payments, which could be sent to their encrypted email addresses created following our instructions. Sex working participants were given the option to be interviewed by a current or former sex worker and, in addition to having sex working researchers on our research team, we also hired a sex worker to transcribe the interviews.
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